Abstract-Recent studies have shown that imbalance ratio is not the only cause of the performance loss of a classifier in imbalanced data classification. In fact, other data factors, such as small disjuncts, noises and overlapping, also play the roles in tandem with imbalance ratio, which makes the problem difficult. Thus far, the empirical studies have demonstrated the relationship between the imbalance ratio and other data factors only. To the best of our knowledge, there is no any measurement about the extent of influence of class imbalance on the classification performance of imbalanced data. Further, it is also unknown for a dataset which data factor is actually the main barrier for classification. In this paper, we focus on Bayes optimal classifier and study the influence of class imbalance from a theoretical perspective. Accordingly, we propose an instance measure called Individual Bayes Imbalance Impact Index (IBI 3 ) and a data measure called Bayes Imbalance Impact Index (BI 3 ). IBI 3 and BI 3 reflect the extent of influence purely by the factor of imbalance in terms of each minority class sample and the whole dataset, respectively. Therefore, IBI 3 can be used as an instance complexity measure of imbalance and BI 3 is a criterion to show the degree of how imbalance deteriorates the classification. As a result, we can therefore use BI 3 to judge whether it is worth using imbalance recovery methods like sampling or cost-sensitive methods to recover the performance loss of a classifier. The experiments show that IBI 3 is highly consistent with the increase of prediction score made by the imbalance recovery methods and BI 3 is highly consistent with the improvement of F1 score made by the imbalance recovery methods on both synthetic and real benchmark datasets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Classification of the binary imbalanced data is a challenging problem in the field of machine learning [1] . It refers to the problem that the classification accuracy is deteriorated when the number of samples in one class overwhelms another class. In this situation, even neglecting all the minority class samples can hardly effect the overall accuracy, because the minority class only takes a small percentage. This problem usually happens in detection tasks such as cancerous diagnosis [2] , insider threat [3] and software defect prediction [4] , where the recognition target is the minority class that has relative small number of samples but draws more interests in the application domain. In the past decade, a number of imbalance recovery methods have been proposed. The objective of them is to improve the accuracy on the minority class without heavily sacrificing the accuracy on the majority class. A comprehensive review of the imbalance recovery methods can be found in [5] , [6] . These methods try to recover the performance loss caused by imbalance by virtue of preprocessing the training data or modifying the decision making procedure of an algorithm so that the minority class receives the same importance as the majority class during modeling and predicting.
However, before adopting the imbalance recovery methods on an imbalanced dataset, one question should be raised first: Does one really have to take the so-called "imbalanced" issue into account using imbalanced recovery method, as given dataset that is more or less imbalanced? To answer this question, we should first define what kind of datasets are regarded as imbalanced, because the perfect balanced datasets are also very rare from the practical viewpoint. Usually, the researchers refer to the imbalance ratio (IR), which is the ratio between the number of the majority class samples and the minority class samples, to reflect the classification difficulty caused by class imbalance [7] . It has been commonly acknowledged that the higher IR, the more difficult to predict the minority class samples. However, recent studies have empirically shown that there is no obvious dependence between IR and the classification result [8] . For example, Figure 1 shows three imbalanced datasets with the same IR. Actually, the accuracy improvement on the minority class from imbalance recovery methods on these three datasets are different. The two classes of the dataset shown in Figure 1 (a) are totally separated. In this case, no matter how severe the imbalance is, all samples will be correctly classified. On the contrary, the two classes of the dataset in Figure 1 (b) are totally and uniformly overlapped. Even imbalance recovery methods are applied, the best result is to recover at most half of the minority class samples in the cost of losing the accuracy of half of the majority class samples. For the case in Figure 1 (c), the minority class is partially overlapped with the majority class. If imbalance recovery methods are applied, most of the minority class samples can be correctly classified with the loss of a small amount of the majority class accuracy. In summary, if we only use IR to measure the difficulty of an imbalanced dataset, all three datasets in Figure 1 will be deemed to have the same difficulty for classification. Actually, the imbalance recovery methods cannot improve the classification of datasets in Figure 1(a) , and the extent of improvement is also different on datasets in Figure 1 (b) and (c). Therefore, if a dataset can hardly be improved by any imbalance recovery method, it is not necessary to consider the imbalance issue for this dataset.
After all, sometimes the imbalance recovery methods may not only increase the computational burden, but also deteriorate the performance, if the cost of improving the minority class accuracy is to sacrifice more majority class accuracy. It is also worth noting that IR is not the only factor that jeopardize the classification accuracy [9] , [10] . Actually, the poor result can also be generated from both low IR and high IR. Therefore, other data factors should be considered as well when dealing with the imbalanced dataset. Basically, there are three data factors that are usually related to the class imbalance problem [8] :
• Small disjuncts: When the data in the same class is represented by different clusters, the underrepresented small cluster will further hamper the classification if imbalance exists in the dataset.
• Noise: The existence of noises in either the majority class or the minority class will bring extra difficulty, especially for the sampling-based imbalance recovery methods [11] .
• Overlapping: The degree of overlapping highly effects the minority class accuracy because sacrificing the minority class samples in the overlapping region usually get higher overall accuracy in return.
Currently, most of the existing work empirically analyzes the relationship between the three data factors and imbalance by experiments. To the best of our knowledge, no theoretical analysis on such relationship has been conducted thus far. Instead, the only conclusion is that, under the same degree of other data factors such as overlapping, small disjunct and noise, higher IR may further deteriorate the performance [9] , [10] . However, the data factors are different for different datasets. Purely using IR to represent the difficulty of the imbalanced dataset is insufficient and inaccurate. In other words, given an imbalanced dataset with low performance, one has no idea whether this performance loss is due to the imbalance or other factors. To obtain the degree of imbalance impact by isolating other data factors and fill the gap of the research problem, this paper therefore proposes two new measures called Individual Bayes Imbalance Impact Index (IBI 3 ) and Bayes Imbalance Impact Index (BI 3 ) to estimate the degree of deterioration caused purely by imbalance on instance level and data level, respectively. IBI 3 is calculated by quantizing the difference of prediction score of a given minority class sample between the imbalanced and balanced situation. BI 3 is the averaged IBI 3 over all minority class samples and can therefore be used to describe the imbalance impact to the dataset. Back to the previous example, the dataset in Figure  1 (a) will have very small BI 3 and the one in Figure 1 (c) will have larger BI 3 than the one in Figure 1 (b). Therefore, BI 3 can be used as a judgement index, instead of purely referring to IR, to determine whether we should consider the imbalance issue and whether imbalance recovery methods should be applied before training the dataset. That is, BI 3 has positive correlation with the benefit of applying imbalance recovery methods. The higher BI 3 is, the more performance improvement can be made by imbalance recovery methods. We conduct the experiments to verify the effectiveness of IBI 3 and BI 3 by correlation analysis with the different standard classifiers and different imbalance recovery methods. Experimental results show that IBI 3 has high correlation with the increase of prediction score on minority class samples, and BI 3 has high correlation with the improvement of F1 score on the whole data on both synthetic and real benchmark datasets. Therefore, BI 3 is a suitable measure to describe how the data is influenced by imbalance. The contribution of this paper is summarized as follows:
• This paper is the first attempt to study the data factors of imbalanced dataset from a theoretic perspective.
• The proposed IBI 3 is the first instance complexity to show how a minority class sample is influenced by imbalance.
• The proposed BI 3 can be used as a data complexity measure to describe the imbalance degree, instead of only referring to IR.
• The influence of the imbalance can be estimated without training and testing, so that one can determine whether to apply a specific imbalance recovery method. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II lists the related work on class imbalance problem, and discusses the data factors related to imbalance problem. Section III describes the proposed method. Section IV presents the experiments and discussions. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Most of the existing work on class imbalance learning is to propose imbalance recovery methods. They can be basically categorized into three groups [12] . The first group is on data level. The methods in this group aim to manipulate the data to be balanced before training. The most well-known method in this group is Synthetic Minority Over-sampling TEchnique (SMOTE) [13] . It synthesizes new samples to the minority class by interpolating the minority class samples with their neighbors. In addition to data synthesis, data cleaning techniques have also been used in data preprocessing. For example, Batista et al. [14] adopted Tomek links to clean the overlapping area between classes so that the classification boundary becomes clear after introducing synthetic samples. The second group is on algorithm level. They modify the existing learning methods by adapting them to the imbalanced data. The modified algorithm usually shift the decision bound to enhance the existence of the minority class samples. For example, Hong et al. [15] modified the kernel classifiers by orthogonal forward selection to optimize the model generalization for imbalanced datasets. The last group is related to the framework of cost-sensitive learning [16] . They assign different costs to the samples in difference classes. Usually the minority class samples are assigned with a large cost so that they will not be easily misclassified. The idea of costsensitive can also be applied to many existing algorithms to turn them into imbalance recovery methods, such as decision tree [17] and SVM [18] .
The imbalance recovery methods mentioned above assume the deteriorated performance is caused by the existence of class imbalance. Recent studies have shown that the imbalance is not the only cause for the performance deterioration [8] , [11] , [19] . Actually, there are at least three other factors to make the prediction inaccurate on imbalanced datasets. The first factor is the sparsity of the minority class, where the minority class samples are separated into small clusters. This problem is called small disjuncts or within-class imbalance [5] , which is often studied in tandem with the imbalance. Therefore, Japkowicz et al. [20] generated synthetic data to study the relationship among the class disjuncts, the size of the training data, and the imbalance ratio. The results show that the small disjuncts take more responsibility for the decrease in accuracy than the imbalance ratio by changing the degrees of these data factors. Accordingly, a solution dealing with small disjuncts called CBO has been proposed in [10] . It conducts clustering on each class first so that the oversampling is conducted on each disjunct instead of each class. Besides, Prati et al. [21] studied the performance of unpruned trees by considering the relation between class imbalance and small disjuncts and proposed to use SMOTE with data cleaning methods to alleviate the performance loss from small disjuncts.
The second data factor is noise. Noisy samples are usually defined as the ones from one class located deep into the other class [22] . The existence of noise samples in the minority class will make blind oversampling methods like SMOTE generate more noises, so that applying oversampling on the noisy the minority class may even degrade the performance [11] . Therefore, data cleaning methods are usually adopted to tackle the noises such as Tomek link [14] and ENN [23] . Another straightforward method to find noise is to collect the samples which are wrongly classified by kNN classifier [24] . Van Hulse and Khoshgoftaar experimented on data with artificial noises [7] , where the class noise is injected to real datasets by randomly relabelling the samples before training. The results show that the minority class is severely effected by noises with all compared classifiers.
The last factor is the overlapping between classes which effects classification, especially when the data is imbalanced. Napierala and Stefanowski [19] proposed a kNN-based method to category the minority class examples into 4 groups: safe, border, rare and outlier. The categories of 4 groups depend on the ratio of the majority class samples in the k nearest neighbors of each minority class sample. For each dataset, the overlapping degree of the minority class can be obtained by investigating the portions of the 4 groups. However, the analysis only shows the difficulty of classifying the minority class samples. The degree of imbalance is not considered. García et al. [25] evaluated kNN in the situation that the local imbalance ratio is inverse to the global imbalance ratio and concluded that kNN is more dependent on the local imbalance. Recently, Anwar et al. [26] have also proposed to use kNN to measure the data complexity for imbalanced data with adaptively selected k. Prati et al. [27] observed that the performance loss is not only related to class imbalance, but also the overlapping degree. To sum up, the existing work mentioned above all empirically justify their conjecture without a theoretical framework. In fact, they have yet to give a measure to assess how the dataset is influenced by class imbalance independent of other data factors.
Before we close this section, we would like to point out that another somewhat related area is data complexity. A list of complexity measures are proposed in [28] with different featured groups. The measures are used to study the essential structure of data and guide classifier selection for specific problems. Recently, Smith et. al [29] have extented the data complexity from data level to instance level. They proposed a group of complexity measures that can be calculated for each instance. The correlation among those measures are then analyzed. The instance level complexity measures can be used for data cleaning that filters the most difficult samples in the data. However, there is no specific research on the data complexity for imbalanced data, and the existing complexity measures are not suitable to describe in what extent that the data is influenced by imbalance.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In order to get the influence of imbalance on a dataset, a straightforward way is to compare the model learned from the imbalanced data with the model learned from its balanced case, where the minority class samples with equal number of the majority class are drawn from the underlying distribution. If the distribution is known, it can be clearly figured out that how different are the models built on the imbalanced and balanced data, because other data factors fixed. However, the distribution is usually unknown from practical viewpoint. We can only estimate the distribution by the existing minority class samples in the dataset. Therefore, we propose to estimate the difference in light of Bayes optimal classifier, because it has the theoretical minimum classification error and the class prior is taken into account. Based on the Bayes decision theory, one can estimate the difference of the theoretical classification error between the classifiers trained on the imbalanced and balanced dataset. Thus, the impact of imbalance can be estimated while isolating other data factors which may influence the classification. First we decompose the problem into the instance level and propose Individual Bayes Imbalance Impact Index (IBI 3 ). It measures how each minority class sample is influenced during classification by class imbalance. Then, we define the data level measure as Bayes Imbalance Impact Index (BI 3 ), by averaging IBI 3 over all minority class samples. BI 3 thus represents the impact brought by imbalance on the whole data.
The details of the proposed measures are described as follows. By Bayes rule, the posterior probability of a given sample x in class c is
The decision of the optimal Bayes classifier for binary classification problem follows:
Because p(x) is same for both classes and in practice the prior probability is usually estimated by the frequency of each class. The decision can then be formulated as:
where
and N p and N n are the number of samples in the positive class and negative class respectively and f p (x) and f n (x) are the posterior scores which are proportional to the posterior probabilities. y = +1 and y = −1 are simplified as + and − in the conditional probability. Usually, we denote the majority class as negative and the minority class as positive. When the class is imbalanced, namely N p < N n , the Bayes optimal decision may be dominated by the frequency such that some or even all minority class samples may be misclassified. Because the optimal Bayes error is the sum of all misclassified samples regardless of the class, under the imbalance circumstance, sacrificing the accuracy of the minority class samples helps minimize the total error. However, in most of the imbalanced data applications, low error rate does not represent good performance. The minority class is usually more important and F1, G-mean and AUC are the common used measurements instead of error rate [5] . Thus, the alternative decision function that is not influenced by the prior probability can be written as:
The decision function f ′ (x) directly compares the value between p(x|+) and p(x|−). It is actually the decision function with minimal Bayes error when the classes are balanced. The influence of imbalance on the dataset can be reflected by the difference between f ′ p and f p , where f p is proportional to the minority class posterior probability under the real imbalanced case and f ′ p is under the estimated balanced case. However, directly comparing f p and f ′ p is meaningless because the decision hyperplane is also determined by f n . Therefore, we define IBI 3 as the difference between normalized posterior probabilities between the imbalanced case and the estimated balanced case:
Figure 2(a) shows an example of the distribution of f n (x), f p (x) and f ′ p (x) on an one dimensional normally distributed binary class data with IR = 5. Figure 2(b) shows the normalized posterior probabilities and IBI 3 . It can be observed that the peak of IBI 3 locates in the region between two decision hyperplanes f (x) and f ′ (x), which means that the most
Algorithm 1 Bayes Imbalance Impact Index
Input: Dataset D = {x i ∈ X , y i ∈ Y}, the number of positive samples N p , the number of negative samples N n , the number of nearest neighbors k 0 . 1: r = N n /N p ; 2: Construct the set of all the minority class samples
Calculate the number of the majority class neighbors:
M ← the number of the majority class samples between x + i and the nearest the minority class neighbor of x difference part between the imbalanced and balanced case is in the region between two hyperplanes. The minority class samples in this region is misclassified under the imbalanced case but correctly classified under the balanced case, which can be regarded as the impact to the minority class sample solely from the imbalance. If IBI 3 is low, the minority class sample x is either a noise sample, which is deeply located in the region of the majority class that makes both p(+|x, f ′ ) and p(+|x, f ) close to 0, or a safe sample which is deeply located in the region of the minority class that makes both (p(+|x, f ′ ) and p(+|x, f )) close to 1. In both cases, IBI 3 is small and such x is hardly influenced by the imbalance. IBI 3 is calculated for each minority class sample and the averaged IBI 3 over all the minority class can be used to describe the imbalance impact of the dataset. BI 3 for the whole dataset D is calculated by averaging over all IBI 3 on the minority class:
If the two classes are normal distributed, the likelihood functions p(x|+) and p(x|−) can be calculated by estimating the mean and variance. However, the assumption usually fails in real benchmark datasets. Because not only the distribution is not normal, but also there are small disjuncts and noises among the classes. Suppose the normality with estimated mean and variance may not be accurate enough to calculate IBI 3 and BI 3 . Cover and Hart [30] have shown the relation between the error bounds of nearest neighbor classifier and Bayes classifier by the following theorem. 
It has been shown that the upper bound of the error rate of nearest neighbor classifier is double of the error rate of Bayes classifier and the result is independent of the selection of k for nearest neighbor. Therefore, k nearest neighbors (kN N ) is a good substitute to estimate the likelihood without normality assumption. The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. For each minority class sample x, we find its k nearest neighbors kN N (x) and count the number of the majority class neighbors M . Thus, f n is set at M/k, which is the local probability that x is classified as negative, and f p is set at (k − M )/k. We assume that in the unknown balanced situation, there will be r = N n /N p times more the minority class samples surrounded by x. Therefore, f ′ p is set at r(k − M )/k. To prevent the case that all of the k neighbors of x are the majority class samples, which makes both f p and f ′ p equal to zero, we adopt a flexible k that is set at the minimal number to make x has at least one the minority class neighbor. It is shown in Line 5-10 in Algorithm 1.
An example with four binary class synthetic datasets drawn from normal distribution with different imbalance ratios is shown in Figure 3 . The value of IBI 3 with k 0 = 5 can be visually compared with different locations of the minority class samples and with different IR. It can be observed that in Figure 3 , the minority class samples with high values of IBI 3 mainly locate in the boundary between two classes. This is consistent with the example shown in Figure 2 . The minority class samples that are in the deep region of the majority class receives low IBI 3 , because they are regarded as noises that will still be misclassified even if the two classes are balanced. Thus, the classification result of them is hardly related to the imbalance. In addition, the minority class samples that are far away from the majority class also receive low IBI 3 , because they will be correctly classifier no matter the classes are imbalanced or not. From Figure 3 (a) to (d), it can be observed that the value of IBI 3 of the minority class samples on the boundary between two classes increases as IR increases. That means the influence of those the minority class samples are related to IR. The higher the value of IBI 3 of a minority class sample is, the more seriously that the sample is influenced by imbalance and the higher probability that the sample can be correctly classified in the balanced situation. The values of BI 3 of this four datasets are 0.0674, 0.2482, 0.3829 and 0.4588, respectively. The values of BI 3 increases as IR increases and it can be used to reflect the extent that imbalance influences the data.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In the experiments, the accuracy of the proposed measure BI 3 is evaluated by correlation analysis. We adopt Spearman's rank correlation coefficient [31] , which is a nonparametric measure of rank correlation between two variables. It assesses the degree of describing the relationship between two variables by using a monotonic function. The correlation ranges from -1 to 1, where 1 or -1 indicates a perfect monotonously increasing or decreasing relationship and 0 indicates no correlation between two variables.
We adopt five well-known standard classifiers: RBF kernel Support Vector Machine (SVM) [32] , Decision Tree implemented by CART [33] , k Nearest Neighbors with k = 5 (5NN) [34] , Random Forest (RF) [35] and AdaBoost [36] . We use the default parameter provided by scikit-learn learning library in Python [37] . The minimal number of nodes in each leaf of CART and RF is set at 5 to produce probability output. We also adopt four imbalance recovery methods to deal with class imbalance: Random Oversampling (OS), Random Undersampling (US), SMOTE [13] , and Sample Weighting (SW). The first three are sampling methods and the last one is cost-sensitive method, which assigns the weight of the minority class samples as the imbalance ratio and the majority class sample as 1. Because the above methods for imbalance data are independent with the classifier, they can be arbitrarily combined with standard classifiers to deal with class imbalance. We use the simplest imbalance recovery methods for class imbalance problem because our intention is not to select the best imbalance recovery method, but to show that the proposed measured index is generally consistent with the improvement made by the imbalance recovery methods. These methods are implemented by imbalanced-learn toolbox in Python [38] .
The proposed measures are directly calculated on the whole dataset, such that each minority class sample is associated with an IBI 3 value and each dataset is associated with a BI 3 value. To show the correlation with the standard classifiers with imbalance recovery methods, we carry out 10-fold cross validation with 5 different random partition runs, on each combination of classifier and the imbalance recovery method.
Thus, each minority class sample can be calculated as a test sample in its own fold and averaged by 5 runs. The correlation analysis is conducted in two levels:
• Instance level correlation. All the minority class samples in all datasets are accumulated. We calculate the correlation between IBI 3 and the increase of prediction score made by the imbalance recovery methods on each classifier by (1) . In this case, f ′ is the classifier with imbalance recovery methods and f is the standard classifier. Thus, we can evaluate if IBI 3 is consistent to the difference made by the imbalance recovery method on minority class samples.
• Data level correlation. All the datasets are accumulated.
We calculate the BI 3 on each dataset and compare it with the improvement of F1 score made by the imbalance recovery methods. Thus, we can evaluate if BI 3 can show the impact of imbalance to the dataset in terms of improvement of F1 score. The number of nearest neighbors k 0 is set at 5 for all experiments. Because this is the first work to propose a measure describing the impact degree of imbalanced dataset, there is no proper comparison methods on the same purpose. Thus, we compare with three hardness measures kDN and CL proposed in [29] and CM proposed in [26] . They are related to kN N and Naive Bayes classifier but with no consideration about imbalance. kDN measures the percentage of data point x's neighbors that are not in the same class as x:
is the set of k nearest neighbors of x and | · | is the size of the set. We also set k = 5. CL measures the global overlap between classes and the likelihood of a sample belonging to its opposite class:
where d is the number of dimensions and p(x i , y) is the samples's likelihood on ith feature to its class y. It uses the same assumption as Naive Bayes that the features are independent between each other. The original version of CL in [29] is the likelihood of a sample belonging to its own class. However, to be consistent with other methods in this paper that the measurement is positive correlated with the instance hardness, we therefore use one to subtract the original CL. We average the values of kDN and CL on all minority class samples to get the data level index. CM is a data level complexity measure:
where I is the indicator function. For the data level correlation analysis, we also compare with IR, because it is usually regarded as an index to measure the difficulty of an imbalanced dataset. In summary, we compare IBI 3 with kDN and CL for instance level correlation, and compare BI 3 with kDN , CL, CM and IR for data level correlation.
A. Synthetic Data
We first evaluate the proposed index on synthetic binary class datasets. Two group synthetic datasets are generated: 1) syn overlap: The between-class distance and IR are adjusted. 2) syn noise: The noise level and IR are adjusted. Both data sats has two classes that are generated from normal distribution with 2 dimensions. The number of samples in the minority class N p is fixed at 100 and the number of samples in the majority class N n varies in the set {500, 1000, 5000}, where IRs are 5, 10 and 50, respectively. For dataset group syn overlap, the distance between two classes dist varies in the set {0, 1, 2, 3} and there is no noise. For dataset group syn noise, the noise level noise varies in the set {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3}, where 0.1 means that there are 10% of the minority class samples are labelled as the majority class and the same number of the majority class samples are labelled as the minority class. The distance between two classes for The extra term 0.1I is to ensure that the covariance matrix is positive semidefinite. The covariance matrix for the positive and negative class are set differently, and the covariance matrix is drawn 10 times to produce different combinations. Therefore, totally there are two groups of 3 × 4 × 10 = 120 datasets with different degree of overlapping, different IR, different noise level, and different covariance. Four of the datasets in dataset group syn overlap and four of the datasets in dataset group syn noise are shown in Figure 4 .
1) Results on dataset group syn overlap:
The instance level correlation is shown in Table I . Generally, IBI 3 shows higher correlation than kDN and CL. IBI 3 shows highest correlations on SVM with OS, US and SMOTE, which are generally more than 0.85. The high correlation means that if the prediction score of a minority class sample can be increased by SVM with the imbalance recovery methods, its IBI 3 is also high. Both IBI 3 and kDN utilize the nearest neighbors to calculate the measure. kDN has much lower correlation compared with IBI 3 , because the imbalance factor is not considered in kDN . The correlation on CART with OS is not high for all indices, though IBI 3 achieves the highest one 0.1105 and other two methods have negative correlations. A possible reason is that the random oversampling simply duplicates the minority class samples so that the leaf node of the decision tree is full of the duplicated the minority class samples after oversampling, which does not increase the prediction score of the minority class samples. Meanwhile, CART with US has high correlation with IBI 3 , which may suggest that US is the more effective way to increase the minority class prediction score with CART. It can be noticed that on 5NN, the correlations of that OS and SW only work if the training the minority class samples are in the neighborhood of the testing the minority class sample. If the testing the minority class sample are surrounded by training the majority class samples, it will still be misclassified, because OS and SW only duplicate and increase the weight of the training the minority class samples. For RF, the correlation of IBI 3 is higher than CART, because the ensemble of trees is more robust to increase the prediction score, especially for US which shows 0.8531 correlation with IBI 3 . For AdaBoost, the correlation is low for all indices with all imbalance recovery methods. By investigation, we found that the minority class prediction score of AdaBoost is very close to 0.5 and the imbalance recovery methods only increase the score a little to make it over 0.5 which will change the classification result. Therefore, AdaBoost has small correlation with the indices.
The data level correlation is shown in Table II . BI 3 shows the highest correlation with the improvement of F1 score with all classifier and all imbalance recovery methods, where the correlations are generally greater than 0.5. For SVM, BI The instance level Spearman ranked correlation between the indices and the prediction score increase of minority class sample on datasets group syn noise. The highest correlation is shown in bold face.
second high correlation over all imbalance recovery methods. However, its instance level correlation is very low as shown in Table I . As explained before, the increase of prediction score of AdaBoost is little but it changes the prediction and thus influences the F1 score. The correlations of kDN and CL are generally 0.1 less than the ones of BI 3 , because they do not consider the imbalance into the index. They use pure data complexity to describe the effect caused by imbalance, and are thus not as accurate as BI 3 . CM shows low correlations because it sums up the neighborhood indicator values of all the majority and minority class samples. It can be used to represent the overall classification complexity of a dataset, but cannot show the impact of imbalance to it. For data level correlation, IR is also compared as an index. However, most correlations between IR and the imbalance recovery methods are lower than 0.4. That means IR can be hardly used as an index to describe the influence of class imbalance problem.
In summary, on dataset group syn overlap, BI 3 shows high correlation with the improvement of F1 score by imbalance recovery methods on all classifiers. It means that the value of BI 3 is a proper index to describe how much improvement of F1 score can be made by applying imbalance recovery methods. In other words, if a dataset has low BI 3 value, it should be carefully considered whether or not to apply imbalance recovery methods because the improvement is limited or even negative. Table III shows the value of BI 3 averaged over 10 different variances on dataset group syn overlap. It can be observed that as the distance between two classes increases, BI 3 decreases because the overlapping region is reduced. In addition, when IR is increasing, BI 3 is also increased. When dist = 3 and IR = 50, where the two classes are seldom overlapped, the value of BI 3 is comparable with dist = 2 and IR = 5. Therefore, it verifies again that IR is not the only cause to make classification performance degenerated and BI 3 is more proper to describe the impact brought by imbalance.
2) Results on dataset group syn noise: The instance level correlation is shown in However, it can be noticed that the correlations of SVM, CART, RF and AdaBoost are generally lower than the ones of syn overlap shown in Table I . However, the correlations of 5NN of syn noise is comparable with the ones of syn overlap. The reason is that IBI 3 is based on kN N and some minority class noises in the deep region of the majority class receives low IBI 3 value according to (1) . However, the prediction score of classifiers like SVM and RF on these noised points will be significantly different if imbalance recovery methods are applied. Therefore, it makes the correlations lower than the ones of syn overlap. Similarly, kDN also has lower correlations compared with the ones of syn overlap. The correlations of CL is low because it is based on naive bayes. When there are noises in the dataset, the mean and variance cannot be well estimated and therefore the correlations are also low.
The data level correlation is shown in Table V . Most of the correlations of BI 3 are greater than 0.6. CL has very low correlations with the improvement of F1 score because it is sensitive to the noises. CM even generates negative correlations, which means it is not a proper index to describe the imbalance extent of a noised dataset. Surprisedly, IR shows comparable correlations with kDN . It means that if the factor of overlapping is fixed, IR can still partially represent the impact of imbalance to the dataset, although there exists noises. Table VI shows the value of BI 3 averaged over 10 different variances on dataset group syn noise. It can be observed that as the noise level increases or IR increases, the index value also increases. It can be observed that both IR and the noise level play roles on BI 3 and thus it verifies again that the performance of classifier on imbalanced dataset depends not only on IR.
B. Real Benchmark Data
We use 80 real datasets from KEEL dataset repository [39] . The details of the datasets is shown in shows higher correlations than kDN and CL, because it considers the imbalance factor into the index. 5NN achieves the highest correlation on all imbalance recovery methods, because BI 3 is based on kNN, and RF achieves the second highest correlation. On the dimension of imbalance recovery methods, US achieves the highest correlation, where the correlations are greater than 0.5 except with AdaBoost.
The data level correlation is shown in Table IX . BI 3 achieves the highest correlation and most of the correlations are greater than 0.5, which indicates strong correlation. In other words, given a real dataset, we can calculate BI 3 without training and testing to estimate the extend of improvement by using imbalance recovery methods. kDN shows higher correlation than IR in general, which means that the data complexity using nearest neighbor can still better represent datasetTABLE VII: Information of 80 Imbalanced datasets the imbalance impact on imbalanced data than referring to imbalance ratio. CM achieves low correlation, which means that CM may be a good data complex measurement for imbalanced data, but not a proper index to describe the imbalance impact. 5NN achieves high correlation on instance level but low correlation on data level. A possible reason is that the imbalance recovery methods applied on 5NN only simply changes the prediction score, but does not effectively improve the F1 score. As same as the situation in synthetic data, AdaBoost shows low correlation on instance level but high correlation on data level. The averaged correlation of AdaBoost over all imbalance recovery methods is higher than other classifiers. It means that BI 3 can properly reflect the extend of improvement of F1 score of applying imbalance recovery methods on AdaBoost. Figure 5 shows the index value of BI 3 , kDN and IR over 80 real benchmark datasets on AdaBoost classifier with different imbalance recovery methods. IR is normalized to [0,1] to fit in the figure. It can be observed that the majority of the IR points locates on the bottom, which means that the same level of IR leads to different levels of improvement of F1 score. On the contrary, most of kDN points scatter on the top, which means that kDN tend to overestimate the improvement of F1 score, because it only counts the number of neighbors with different class label for the minority class samples. In comparison, BI 3 generally increase as the improvement of F1 score increases as shown in the figure. There are only a few points lie on the region that the improvement of F1 score is close to 0 but BI 3 has high values. The reason is that the selected imbalance recovery methods are the simplest ones in the literature which may not be effective to improve the F1 score for all the datasets.
We specifically studied two real benchmark datasets from Table VII : kddcup-land vs satan and haberman. The dataset kddcup-land vs satan has IR = 75.67 which is highly imbalanced and but BI 3 = 0.02, which means that the imbalance impact on this dataset is low. Table X shows the F1 score of different classifiers and the improvement of F1 score from the imbalance recovery methods. It can be observed that the F1 score for classifier without imbalance recovery is already very high. And therefore the improvements from the imbalance recovery methods are very limited. Most of them are close or equals to 0. US even deteriorate the F1 score for al classifier as shown negative improvement, which may be caused by that there is more decrease of precision than increase of recall as F1 is the harmonic mean between precision and recall. The result obtained from dataset kddcup-land vs satan means the minority class in the dataset itself is very not difficult for classification even it is seriously outnumbered by the majority class. On contrary, The dataset haberman has IR = 2.78 which is not highly imbalanced compared with dataset kddcupland vs satan. But its BI 3 value is 0.2. Table XI shows the F1 score and the improvements of different classifiers and imbalance recovery methods. It can be observed that most of the imbalance recovery methods can make obvious improvements on all classifiers. Most of the improvements of F1 score are greater than 0.1. Overall speaking, dataset haberman is worthy for applying imbalance recovery methods because the F1 score can be actually improved , despite that its IR is not very high. This example verifies again that IR is not the only cause to the performance degeneration of imbalanced dataset.
The number of nearest neighbors k used in calculation of BI 3 is set at 5 for all experiments. In this experiment ,we compare the averaged correlation of BI 3 with different settings of k. Besides, we also verify the effectiveness of the flexible k that is adopted in Algorithm 1, compared with the one that just using the fixed number of k, which is denoted as BI 3 f . Figure 6 shows the correlation of BI 3 averaged over all classifiers and imbalance recovery methods as increasing the number of nearest neighbors k from 2 to 50. It can be observed that both instance level correlation and data level correlation have the highest value around k = 5. As k increases from 2 to 5, the averaged correlation increases and after that the averaged correlation decreases. That indicates the k = 5 is a proper selection for BI 3 . In addition, the averaged correlation of BI V. CONCLUDING REMARKS Most of the work presented in the area of class imbalance learning tries to recover the accuracy loss caused by imbalance ratio. However, the accuracy loss is related to not only imbalance but also many other data factors. Using IR to describe the classification difficulty of imbalance data is inaccurate and misleading. In this paper, we have proposed new measures IBI 3 and BI 3 to estimate the impact that is solely caused by imbalance on instance and data level, respectively. IBI 3 measures how much a single sample in the minority class is influence by the imbalance. BI 3 , which is the average over IBI 3 , can be used as a measure of degradation degree of imbalanced dataset, such that one can determine whether or not to apply imbalance recovery methods by referring to the value of BI 3 instead of IR. The experiments on synthetic and real benchmark datasets have shown high correlation on both instance level and data level with the improvements made by different imbalance recovery methods.
Along this work, there are still some rooms for the future work. For example, one work is to propose a classifier specific index, which shows exactly how much the imbalance influences a specific classifier, because each type of classifier has different sensitivity to imbalance. The second work is to incorporate IBI 3 into imbalance recovery methods, such as sampling or cost-sensitive methods, in order to help recovery the loss caused by imbalance. The third one is to take the advantages of BI 3 to guide the selection of a proper imbalance recovery method for a specific imbalanced data. Since recovery methods developed from the different theories and methodologies complement each other to a certain degree, their selection becomes especially important as given an imbalanced dataset.
